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Rollei-Film offers the first modular color chemistry system 
worldwide: Digibase C-41 

 
 
In recent years, self processing of color negative films in home photo laboratories is rebounding popularity.  
The demand of products to process films and photo papers is increasing steadily.  
 
A) On the one hand by returnees from the digital to the film based photography. 
  
B) On the other hand more and more young digital photographers find the way to the film based photography. 
Why? In a working and social environment, which is dominated by computer  technology, the manual development of films and photo 
papers is a haptic moment. To get a  manual developed negative or positive is an attractive alternative for high motivated photographers. 

 
To make the start with manual development easier, Rollei-Film has developed special chemistry sets in close cooperation with 
international photographers. So that photographers with small and large film use, can also take advantage of the new sets. 

  
The DIGIBASE C-41 color photo chemistry set is characterized by the following 
qualities: 
Color chemistry of highest quality, based on C-41 standard process. 
User-friendly package sizes.  
There are kits available for the development of 10, 20, 50 or 100 films. 
Unique: the purchase of single components is possible.  
Due to the optimized package sizes full depletion and the maximum utilization of 
the chemistry within the shelf-life is possible. 
6-8 weeks shelf-life of the working solutions are in a high-necked bottle, 
according to the utilization factor. 
Several years shelf-life of the non opened liquid concentrates.  
Several month shelf-life of the following bathes after preparation. 
Based on the excellent economy, the prices are lower than a development in a 
lab. 
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This picture of a customer shows, that the quality is excellent: 
© by Erik Hattrem/Norway 
 
 

 
 

 

Digibase C-41  # Art.No. RRP 

MINI KIT for 0,5 Liter   RDC14 19,98 € 

For 10 films 400/27° / 12 films 100/21°    

MIDI KIT for 1 Liter    RDC15 29,81 € 

For 20 films 400/27° / 24 films 100/21°    

MAXI KIT for 2,5 Liter    RDC16 37,50 € 

For 50 films 400/27° / 55 films 100/21°    

MAXI SUPER KIT for 5 Liter  RDC17 47,00 € 

For 100 films 400/27° / 110 films 100/21°    
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LICENSE HOLDER AND PRODUCER OF ROLLEI FILMS, PAPER AND CHEMISTRY. 


